We show that quantum chiral anomaly of QCD in magnetic backgrounds induces a novel structure of electric charge inside baryons. To illustrate the anomaly effect, we employ the Skyrme model for baryons, with the anomaly-induced gauged Wess-Zumino term ∼ (π0 + multi-pion) E · B. Due to this term, the Skyrmions giving a local pion condensation (π0 + multi-pion) = 0 necessarily become a local charge source, in the background magnetic field B = 0. We present detailed evaluation of the anomaly effects, and calculate the total induced charge, for various baryons in the magnetic field.
I. INTRODUCTION
The chiral anomaly is one of the central concepts in QCD, and it manifests nature of quantum field theories in an explicit way in our hadronic world. As the chiral anomaly is essentially coupled to electromagnetic sector since the electromagnetism is a part of the chiral symmetry, the introduction of nontrivial electromagnetic backgrounds should add a good flavor of physics onto the chiral anomaly. In this paper, we report an interesting new effect induced by the chiral anomaly, for baryons in a background magnetic field.
Our finding is that baryons in a constant magnetic background acquire additional electric charge distribution due to the chiral anomaly. The result that this would generate even a total net charge is quite surprising, but the mechanism is quite simple. It is well-known that Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) term [2, 3] actually captures the chiral anomaly in terms of the hadronic degrees of freedom. In particular, this term serves as a manifestation of the famous π 0 → 2γ decay. Now, any baryon carries a cloud of pions around it, and so it is a source of the pions. Once we replace one of the two γ's in the Wess-Zumino-Witten term by the background magnetic field, we immediately see that the baryon can be a source of the electromagnetism (another γ), i.e. the baryon can have an additional charge structure due to the chiral anomaly and the pion cloud. The schematic picture of this mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
In this paper, we explicitly demonstrate this mechanism in detail, with a help of a concrete model of the pion- cloud picture of the baryons, the Skyrme model [1] . In the Skyrme model, baryons are given as a solitonic object made of a local pion condensate π(x) = 0. Plugging the Skyrme solution to the Wess-Zumino-Witten term, it can be shown that the magnetic field background can induce a novel charge structure inside the baryon (Skyrmion).
In particular, we give an argument that the total charge can also be generated, and resultantly the GellMann-Nishijima formula for baryon charges can be corrected under the magnetic field due to the anomaly,
Here in the modified formula, Q e is the electric charge of the baryon, I 3 is the third component of isospin, N B is the baryon number, and the new term Q anm is the charge generated by the anomaly and the background magnetic field.
One may be suspicious on this generation of electric charges. However, for example in the renowned Witten effect [4, 5] , monopoles are accompanied with electric charges, in the presence of the θ term. We may regard our WZW term as an analogue of the θ term for the Witten effect. In addition, the chiral magnetic effect [6] [7] [8] [9] in heavy ion collisions shares the same property too. So, it is fare to say that the generation of the electric charge is not a unique feature of our investigation, but is a common feature among parity-violating effects.
Quantum anomaly is literally quantum-mechanical, and thus is a tiny effect. However, when the coupled magnetic field is strong, this effect may be enhanced. So our physical motivation for this work is primarily oriented to the situation in which strong magnetic field is present with a finite density of baryonic matter. For this, one can come up with two important physical cases: one is a neutron star, at which neutrons are very dense and with a strong magnetic field, and the other is a heavy ion collision at which nuclei are smashed and a strong electromagnetic field is expected to be created instantly. In this paper, we do not go into these concrete cases. We concentrate on providing a basis for that, and in particular evaluate in detail the anomaly WZW term with the quantized Skyrmions, under a constant magnetic field.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section II, we provide a review of the Skyrme model and the WZW term, with a brief introduction to the Skyrmion solution. In section III, we shall see explicitly that the background magnetic field generates an additional charge structure in the Skyrmions (baryons). We quantize the Skyrmion and evaluate the anomaly-induced electric current for an arbitrary baryon state. In section IV, we evaluate the multipole moments of the anomaly-induced electric current and found a quadrupole, with a pion-mass dependence. In section V, we discuss possible other effect due to the background magnetic field on the baryon. In section VI, we evaluate classically the anomaly-induced charge for higher-charge (=multiple) Skyrmions. The final section is for our conclusion and discussions. Appendix A is a study of the generated charge in a nonconstant magnetic field. In Appendix B, we show that the induced charge is due to a multi-pion effect (i.e. a pion cloud), and we compare our result with a point particle description of baryons. The letter version of this paper is [10] .
II. THE SKYRMIONS AND THE ANOMALY-INDUCED CHARGES
As briefly described in the introduction, it is indeed almost straightforward to calculate the effect of the anomaly term for baryons in the presence of the magnetic field background, once we adopt a concrete model of the pion cloud. Here, we first review the Skyrme model which realizes baryons as a condensation of the pions, and also review the gauged WZW term which manifests the chiral anomaly in QCD.
A. The model
The Skyrme model
The chiral symmetry SU (N ) L × SU (N ) R acts on lefthanded and right-handed quarks as
When the chiral condensateq R q L develops a non-zero vacuum expectation value by some non-perturbative effects
the axial-part of the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken as
This gives rise to Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons, namely the pions, which takes value in the coset space
Here F π = 108[MeV] is the pion decay constant and T a is a generator of SU (N ) and we use the following standard normalization
The chiral symmetry acts on the NG modes as
For later convenience, let us define left-and rightinvariant Maurer-Cartan one-forms by
These take their values in the algebra of SU (N ) R and SU (N ) L , respectively. The chiral symmetry acts on them as
We can think of U as an effective low-energy field. Its effective Lagrangian of the leading order to O(∂ 2 ) can be uniquely determined as
Here M π stands for the pion mass M π = 137[MeV] and our metric is η µν = diag(+1, −1, −1, −1). By expanding L µ and R µ with respect to 1/F π , one gets
Plugging this into L (2) , one obtain a standard kinetic term of the pions and corrections,
We are interested in a topological soliton made by the pions in this work. The topological winding number is given by
As will be shown, N B is identified with the baryon number via the WZW term. However, it is easy from a simple scaling argument that no topological solitons can survive from collapsing in the theory with L (2) . So one needs higher derivative corrections to L (2) . Therefore, we take a term of order O(∂ 4 ) which is so-called the Skyrme term
with e s being a dimensionless coupling constant. We will choose the parameter e s = 4.84 by following Ref. [12] . Now we are ready to write down the Skyrme model with the right-invariant one form as
A Noether current of SU (N ) L can be obtained by performing a local and infinitesimal SU (N ) L rotation
Variation of the Skyrme Lagrangian is given by
Then the conserved current is given by
Similarly, the SU (N ) R current takes the form
These currents are related by
where we have used
The equation of motion of the Skyrme model is identical to the current conservation law if the pion mass is zero
When the pion mass is non-zero, the equation of motion becomes
The vector and axial conserved currents are defined by
The vector SU (N ) L+R is nothing but the isospin, so we write its conserved charge as
Electromagnetic interaction
Let us next take the electromagnetic interaction into account. For simplicity, hereafter, we concentrate on the minimal case with two flavors N = 2. Since the electric charges of u and d quarks are 2/3 and −1/3 respectively, the NG modes are rotated under the electromagnetic U (1) as
where T 3 = τ 3 /2 with the Pauli matrix τ a . Thus the electromagnetic U (1) em is a subgroup of SU (2) L+R .
Interactions of the NG modes and the electromagnetic fields are introduced by gauging the U (1) em ⊂ SU (2) L+R and replacing the partial derivative ∂ µ by a covariant derivative
The left-and right-invariant one-forms are then replaced as
Then the total Lagrangian can be read as
The classical equation of motion is derived by variational method as before. One can easily obtain
One can also express the E.O.M. in terms of the rightinvariant one-formL µ by just replacingR µ withL µ . Note that since the electromagnetic charge Q breaks the chiral symmetry
are not conserved currents. The Maxwell equation is given by
Thus the electromagnetic charge is given by
WZW term and Chiral anomaly
In order to describe the baryons in the Skyrme model whose fundamental degrees of freedom are mesons, we have to consider not only elemental particles but also topological excitations. Since the NG modes do not carry the U (1) B charges, we need to add an extra terms to the above Lagrangian. It is the so-called Wess-ZuminoWitten (WZW) term. With an electromagnetic field A µ , the WZW term in the N = 2 flavor model is given by [14] 
with the baryonic current
Here we use ǫ 0123 = −1 and define
This baryon current is clearly conserved due to the antisymmetric tensor ǫ µνρσ . On the other hand, j µ B appears to depend on gauge choices, at a glance. But this is not the case. One can rewrite the baryonic current as
This is manifestly gauge invariant.
The first term in the current j µ B gives a topological number associated with π 3 (SU (2) L−R ). Indeed, the integration of it over the space gives the topological winding number
The second term in the current j µ anm is a manifestation of the chiral anomaly. Actually, plugging Eqs. (11) and (12) into Eq. (35), one finds the famous π 0 → 2γ term by the anomaly
where the equality holds up to a total derivative. Let us next obtain the electric charge coupled to a photon fluctuation a µ under a background electromagnetic fieldĀ µ . To this end, we expand the gauge field as
Then the WZW action linear in a µ gives
From this, we can read the electromagnetic current j
The current j µ em,WZW is gauge-invariant [14] . The total electromagnetic current is
This is gauge-invariant, and always conserved at on-shell, from the gauge invariance. The total electric charge is given by the spatial integral [21] of the zero-th component of this current (45),
Here B i stands for a background magnetic field and we have used ǫ 0ijk = −ǫ ijk . This is the expression of gauge invariant and conserved electric charge which includes an extra term to the well-known Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula. The last term is a contribution from the chiral anomaly.
Note that, as we will see below shortly, the surface term in Eq. (43) does not contribute to the net electric charge if the pion mass is non-zero. So, we focus on the new last term of Eq. (46) coming from Eq. (44), in the following of this paper.
B. The Skyrmion: A nucleon as a topological soliton
Let us find a solution of the classical equations of motion derived previously,
We solve these by dealing with the electromagnetic interaction as a perturbation. Then we expand the chiral field with respect to the electromagnetic coupling constant e as
At the zeroth order the chiral fields and electromagnetic fields are decoupled, so that the equations of motion are those of the Skyrme model without the electromagnetic interaction and the Maxwell equation without a source
The second equation in Eq. (49) is solved by considering a constant background magnetic field, say along the x iaxis
with B i being a constant. In order to solve the first equation in Eq. (49), it is useful to introduce a dimensionless coordinate
In terms of this new coordinate, the Skyrme equation is written as
with a dimensionless mass in unit of 1/(e s F π )
Here and after, we will use this notation. Let us make a standard hedgehog (radial) ansatz, for a static and topologically non-trivial solution with N B = 1,
One can express U in a different fashion as
Then we obtain for a static configuration
Putting this into Eq. (53), we obtain the ordinary differential equation
The solution with a unit winding number corresponds to
Numerical solutions with different m π 's are given in Fig. 2 . We adopt the physical pion mass m phys π = 0.263 which was determined from the mass splitting between nucleon and ∆ [12] . We also show the profile functions for m π = 2.63 and 0.0263 in order to demonstrate a characteristic property of the profile function. We see that the larger (smaller) m π gives the thinner (fatter) Skyrmion. The profile function with m π = 0.0263 almost coincides to that with m π = 0, see Fig. 2 .
Asymptotic behavior of f can be found by solving the linearized equations of motion for large r
This is solved by
where C and A(= Cm π ) are constant. For massless pion, we find with C ≃ 8.638. For massive pion, the asymptotic form decays exponentially,
where A is a constant which depends on m π . For example, we find A ≃ 2 for m π = 0.263.
III. ANOMALY-INDUCED CHARGE
We substitute the Skyrme solution to the electromagnetic current calculated from the WZW term, to evaluate the anomaly-induced electric charge of the baryons. We here use classical Skyrmions for an illustration first, then we move onto quantized Skyrmions, to obtain a formula for the anomaly-induced charge for baryon quantum states. The anomaly-induced charge is the last term of Eq. (46). Since we are considering a constant magnetic field background, it is enough to see P i defined in Eq. (37).
A. Classical evaluation
To evaluate P i , let us first write down the left-and right-invariant one-forms as
Plugging these into Eq. (37), we have The topological charge density, P 1 and P 3 are shown in Fig. 3 at m π = 0. The induced electric charge densities with nonzero m π (see Fig. 4 ) are quite similar to those for the massless case in Fig. 3 . A tiny difference comes form the similar but a little different behaviors in profile functions f (r) as shown in Fig. 2 .
The spatial integrations of P 1 and P 3 become
Note that the integration variable r → r/(e s F π ) is the dimensionless coordinate, so that c 0 is a dimensionless number. This means that the net induced charge is zero for B ∝ (1, 0, 0), and (0, 1, 0) whereas it is non-zero for B ∝ (0, 0, 1) where non-zero correction appears to the Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula. The numerical coefficient c 0 can be rewritten as
The first term is surface contribution which becomes nonzero only at m π = 0 due to distinct behavior at large r shown in Eq. (63), and the second term expresses a pioncloud effect discussed in Appendix B. Computational results of c 0 become
where C is asymptotic factor shown in Eq. (63). Computational results for other values of the pion masses are also summarized in Table I . Finally, we evaluate contributions from the surface term in Eq. (43). To this end, we need to compute
Interestingly, plots of the integrand (density) are quite similar to those in B 1 (0, −z/2, y/2) orĀ i = B 3 (−y/2, x/2, 0). The surface term can be evaluated as
As shown in Eq. (64), the profile function for m π = 0 is exponentially small at large r, so that this integration vanishes. Note that in the massless case the asymptotic behavior given in Eq. (62) leads to W = 0 as
We see that this surface term with the constant C given in Eq. (62) cannot cancel the last term of Eq. (46). Anyway, since the physical pion mass is not zero, we consider the new last term in Eq. (46) as the anomaly-induced electric charge [22] .
B. Evaluation with quantized Skyrmion
To evaluate the anomalous current and charge for each baryon state, the Skyrmion is quantized as a slowly rotating soliton. Quantizing the collective coordinates of soliton's moduli space G is achieved by the canonical quantization of a particle on a manifold G. In the case of two flavors, G = SU (2) ≃ S 3 . We construct the angular momentum operators acting on baryon states and the harmonic functions on G corresponding to baryon wave function. Using these, we evaluate the expectation values of the anomalous currents.
We evaluate the expectation values j µ anm B and the anomalous charge Q B anm for each baryon state B in the presence of a background magnetic field. We show that the spatial components of the currents vanish: j i anm B = 0. We also obtain the anomalous charge Q anm , which is given by integrating j 0 anm B .
Angular momentum operators and spherical harmonics on S 3
Let g ∈ G be a group element of a group manifold G. Then there are operators L a and R a acting on g from left and right, respectively, and satisfying the commutation relations
Here the roman indices correspond to those of the tangent space of G, and f abc is the structure constant of the Lie algebra of G:
The actions of L a and R a on g are
We restrict ourselves to the case G = SU (2), and thus f abc = ǫ abc . This is the case of the two-flavor Skyrmion. The operators L a and R a are precisely the angular momentum operators with respect to the isometry SU (2) L × SU (2) R of S 3 . We introduce the scalar spherical harmonics on S 3 , Y Jmm , where J is the same magnitude spins of both SU (2) L and SU (2) R , and m andm are the eigenvalues of their third-components, respectively. The actions of the operators on the spherical harmonics are
where
It is convenient to introduce a D-function D ab (g) so as to see the relation of Eq. (76) and Eq. (77). It is defined by the adjoint action of g,
The action of L a and R a on D ab (g) becomes
With a little more algebra, it can be shown that appropriate linear combinations of D ab (g) precisely give the harmonic functions Y Jmm . Note that L a and R a are respectively the isospin and the spin operators for baryon states. See, for instance, Ref. [15] for a discussion in three-flavor case. The adjoint action of g to the hedgehog Skyrmion gives
·τ . The transformation of the unit vectorx under the spatial rotation caused by D(g) iŝ
It is natural to identify SU (2) R as the baryon spin, where g → gk R with k R ∈ SU (2) R .
Absence of the spatial anomalous current
To evaluate j i anm B in the presence of a background magnetic field, we need to focus only on P 0 owing to the index structure of the WZW term. We first write down P 0 and then quantize it. Substituting a slowly rotating Skyrmion U (x, t) = g(t)U 0 (x)g † (t) for P 0 (37), we obtain
In the procedure of the canonical quantization, the timederivative part is replaced with the angular momentum operator as follows [16] :
Hence P 0 can be written in terms of raising-and loweringoperators,
where the indices ± in Y Jmm mean ±1, andx ± =x 1 ± ix 2 . The Weyl ordering for the operators is understood. Integrating a product of three spherical harmonics over S 3 gives
where C
J1m1
J2m2J3m3 is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient of SU (2). The wave function of each baryon state is given by Y Jmm . Our primary interest is in nucleons (I = J = 1/2) and ∆ baryons (I = J = 3/2), but here we can keep J arbitrary. We use Eq. (84) to evaluate P 0 projected onto each baryon state.
In Eq. (83), we need to focus only on the last line:
It is easily seen that each of the first and the second lines in Eq. (83) gives no contribution. Integrating Eq. (85) by using Eq. (84) along with baryon states of quantum numbers (J, I 3 , S 3 ) for (iso)spin and the third components, we obtain
where the minus sign appearing in front of S 3 is due to Eq. (79). This exactly vanishes once values of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are substituted [17] :
Thus we see j i anm B = 0.
Anomalous electric charge in baryons
In j 0 anm , rotation of the Skyrmion is encoded inx 
Below we will mainly focus on the case J = 1/2 for simplicity. However, thanks to Eq. (88), it is straightforward to consider higher-spin cases. For instance, this gives x rot 3 N = −4I 3 S 3x3 /3 for nucleons, and x rot 3 ∆ = −4I 3 S 3x3 /15 for ∆ baryons.
Let us calculate the total electric charge from the anomalous effect. The matrix elements of P µ are eval-uated by applying Eq. (88),
The anomalous charge density under a constant magnetic field B is indeed induced in nucleons:
The integration of P i N I3,S3 over the whole space yields
where c 0 = dr{r 2 f ′ + r sin(2f )}. Numerical value of c 0 will be shown in Table I for several pion masses. From Eq. (92), we obtain the anomalous charge for nucleons
In this final expression we restored the rescaling factor e s F π by a dimensional counting. Equation (93) shows that an electric charge is actually induced by the anomalous effect even for a neutron.
As seen from Eq. (88), dividing the result in Eq. (93) by a factor of 5 gives the anomalous charge of ∆ baryons.
The plot of the charge density of j 0 anm for the quantized Skyrmion shows exactly the same as Fig. 3 . For a magnetic field along x 1 direction, the charge density plot is symmetric, thus the total charge vanishes. However, obviously multipoles, in particular a quadrupole, may show up. In the next section, we calculate multipoles in j 0 anm .
IV. MULTIPOLE MOMENTS OF ANOMALOUS CHARGES AND PION-MASS DEPENDENCE
When one regards charged baryons as point-like particles, multipole moments are suitable physical quantities to describe an original charge distribution. In this section, we extend the calculations to the higher multipole moments due to the anomalous-charge distributions, and estimate pion-mass dependence of the anomalous charges and the multipole moments.
First, we can easily find that the dipole moment due to the anomalous charge vanishes: On the other hand, the quadrupole moment:
is calculated for the nucleon as
where the numerical coefficient,
is shown in Tab. I for several pion masses. This means that the leading multipole due to the anomalous contribution is the quadrupole moment. We note that the quadrupole is induced in response to all directions of the external magnetic fields, although the anomalous charge is induced only by B 3 (see Eq. (93)). In order to extract the pion-mass dependence of the anomalous charge and the quadrupole moment, we calculate the Skyrmion profile function f (r) for wide pionmass range (0.1 ≤ m π /m phys π ≤ 100). Behavior of f (r) for several pion masses is shown in Fig. 5 , where the solid line is f (r) at m π = m phys π . We find that the wave function shrinks with the pion mass increasing.
Since the pion mass dependence of the anomalous charge and the quadrupole moment appears in the numerical coefficients, c 0 and c 2 , via r integration with f (r; m π ), we focus on these coefficients. Fig. 6 (top) . This implies that the pion-mass dependence of the anomalous charge is Q anm ∝ 1/m π at large pion-mass.
On the other hand, c 2 behaves linearly for all pion-mass region. We also fit the results by A/m Fig. 6 (bottom) . Although the fit is performed at large pion-mass region, almost all results of c 2 is located around the dashed line. This implies that the quadrupole moment due to the anomaly behaves as Q ij ∝ 1/m 2 π . Note that we have evaluated j µ anm which is only a part of the total electromagnetic current. [23] 
V. NO CONTRIBUTION FROM OTHER CORRECTIONS
In this section, we study other effects of the background magnetic field to the the electric charge of the nucleon. Our aim is to show that the anomaly-induced electric charge is not cancelled by the other electromagnetic effects.
The total electric charge is written as a modified GellMann-Nishijima formula,
The first term stems from the electromagnetic current in the original Skyrme model. The second term is due to the baryon number coupling to the electromagnetic potential. The last one is the anomaly-induced electric charge which is nonzero only when we have the background electromagnetic field. We are working with the perturbative expansion with respect to the background magnetic field eB. What we found for the anomaly-induced charge is
In the total charge formula (99), the second term is due to the baryon charge which is a topological charge for the Skyrme model, thus not corrected by the background magnetic field. On the other hand, the first term can be corrected in the presence of B. If a correction of the order O(eB) appears from the I 3 term in the charge formula, then it may possibly cancel our anomaly-induced charge.
In the following, we shall present an argument showing that there is no such correction of O(eB) to the I 3 term.
First, let us examine if there is a correction to the electromagnetic current itself in the Skyrme model. One may naively think that, since the Skyrme solution itself is corrected by the background electromagnetic field, the current may also be corrected. However, this is not the case for the Skyrmion. The reason is that for the Skyrmion, the electromagnetic U (1) is identical to a part of the isospin, and the action itself has the isospin structure from the first place. In fact, the relevant I 3 is indeed expressed by a part of the flavor SU (2) rotation, and thus the current I 3 is universally expressed as
Here, there is no room for eB to show up, thus we can safely use this expression for I 3 in the electric charge formula (99). Then, the issue is whether the expectation value of I 3 in the background magnetic field is corrected or not. The background magnetic field modifies the wave function of the Skyrmion, so in principle this corrected wave function may give a correction to I 3 , which is of importance for us. We shall show in the following that there is no such correction at O(eB).
To proceed, we need to know how the Skyrme moduli wave function is corrected. Due to the background magnetic field, there appears a potential in the moduli space, then two of the moduli parameters are lifted to become pseudo-moduli parameters. The corrected quantum mechanics of the moduli and the pseudo-moduli is written as
where the potential of the quantum mechanics is of the form V ( a) = (a 1 ) 2 + (a 2 ) 2 Ṽ ( a). The functionṼ ( a) is a polynomial of a i (with a finite order), with just numerical coefficients. The potential V ( a) breaks the SU (2) symmetry of the system down to the diagonal U (1).
We briefly explain how to derive the form (102) of the induced potential. In the Skyrme model, the electromagnetic interaction enters aŝ
For a background magnetic field B 3 , we consider A 1 = −B 3 x 2 , thus amongR µ the electromagnetic contribution appears only inR 1 aŝ
Here we have already substituted the Skyrme solution.
Assuming that G is dependent on t and plugging thiŝ R into the action, we obtain a correction to the Skyrme Lagrangian at O(eB) as
Since we know that the Skyrme solution has the particular dimension dependence x → x/(e s F π ), we obtain
where V ( a) is a polynomial in a i , with only dimensionless numerical coefficients. This is nothing but the potential in Eq. (102). As the potential V ( a) should vanish when G corresponds to the electromagnetic direction, i.e. the τ 3 direction, V ( a) is proportional to (a 1 ) 2 + (a 2 ) 2 . With the potential, the Skyrme wave function ψ( a) is modified. We may apply a well-known perturbation technique for quantum mechanics, and obtain the corrected nucleon wave function as
Here V l=1/2, l=n+1/2 is the matrix element of the operator V appearing in the quantum mechanics (102), and the state with subscript 0 is the one without the perturbation. In the current case the states have degenerate energy, but the expression above is universal. Now, using this corrected wave function, we evaluate the expectation value of I 3 . Since we have
for n ≥ 1, we obtain
where I 3 0 is the third component of the isospin of the leading (uncorrected) order wave function. Therefore, the electromagnetic correction to the charge formula starts at O((eB) 2 ), which is at higher order compared to the anomaly-induced charge Q anm . This means that our anomaly-induced charge Q anm is the leading-order correction of O(eB), and cannot be cancelled by the other effect of the background magnetic field.
Here we have presented an argument that the total induced charge due to the anomaly is not cancelled by other corrections due to the magnetic field. This argument may be reenforced and supplemented by an explicit computation of a back-reaction to the Skyrme configuration itself, from the magnetic field. The calculation of the back-reaction is quite complicated, so we leave it to our future work.
VI. HIGHER-CHARGE SKYRMIONS
In this section, we study classical higher-charge Skyrmions and the anomaly-induced charges. To this end, we will utilize the so-called rational map ansatz [19] which is a reasonable method giving a good approximation. In this section we use another notation based on a standard textbook [20] . A main difference from the previous sections is the dimensionless coordinate
Let us first give a brief review on the rational map ansatz. A solution of the Skyrmion U (x) with U (x) → 1 as |x| → ∞ gives a map from R 3 + {∞} ≃ S 3 to SU (2) ≃ S 3 . The map is characterized by the homotopy group π 3 (SU (2)) = Z. More explicitly, it can be expressed as
where {f B , n} is a coordinate of SU (2) under a constraint f B ∈ [0, π] and | n| = 1: Namely, we decompose SU (2) into
The parameters (r, θ, φ) are standard spherical coordinates on the space R 3 ≃ R ≥0 × S 2 . In order to get the map of degree N B ∈ Z, we assume that f B is a one-to-one map from R ≥0 → I [0,π] . Then n(θ, φ) should give a map S 2 → S 2 of degree N B . Let us introduce the stereographic projection which is useful to find the generic map of degree N B ,
For example, the N B = 1 hedgehog ansatz (the one-toone map from S 2 to S 2 ) can be expressed by
This can be easily extended to a N B -to-one map from S 2 to S 2 by replacing z with any rational maps w(z) : C to C,
Here P (z) and Q(z) are holomorphic functions in z and we set N B = max{deg P, deg Q}. Thus, we obtain the map from S 2 to S 2 of degree N B ,
Plugging this into Eq. (112), we reach the map from S 3 to SU (2) of degree N B . This is called the rational map ansatz. The baryon number can be expressed by
where dΩ z is the usual area element on a 2-sphere
By making use of the following pull-back
it is easy to change the integral area over S 2 to the target space of the rational map S 2 as r.h.s of Eq.(117
where we have used dΩ w = 4πN B . The Skyrmion energy in the F π /(4e s ) energy unit and 2/(e s F π ) length unit with the rational map ansatz is given by
, (121) where we have introduced to solve equations of motion numerically,
with the boundary condition f B (0) = π and f B (∞) = 0. We show several numerical solutions for N B = 2 with different pion masses in Fig. 7 . Now we are ready to evaluate the anomaly induced electric charge from Eqs. (37) and (46). As before, what we need is only P i which can be obtained from
By plugging these into Eq. (37), we get
Note that, as expected, replacement n 3 withx 3 gives us N B = 1 hedgehog solution.
The induced charge densities for the N B = 2 solution are shown in Fig. 8 . As one can see, the N B = 1 and N B = 2 charge distributions are quite similar, even though the baryon charge distributions are totally different. However, one can find differences if paying attention to the detail structures. As can be seen in Figs ground magnetic field B = (0, 0, B 3 )
are summarized in the needed because of the dimensionless coordinate x µ → 2x µ /e s F π . Note that c 0 andc 0 for N B = 1 are related byc 0 = 4πc 0 /3. We find that the classical anomalyinduced charge is not proportional to the baryon charge N B . It is intriguing that N B = 4 and 7 Skyrmions have zero induced electric charge. From the values given in the Table II , we observe that higher-charge Skyrmions tend to cancel the total induced charge. A natural reason for this cancellation is as follows. Each Skyrmion has a classical orientation in spin and isospin space, and to form a bound state of the Skyrmions the orientations should be arranged to cancel each other. Our formula of the anomaly-induced charge depends on the signs of the quantum spin and isospin, so, accordingly the total anomaly-induced charge would tend to cancel each other. Although we have not performed quantization of the higher-charge Skyrmions, we expect that this cancellation should occur even at the quantized level. 
VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We have evaluated the gauged WZW term for quantized Skyrmions under a background magnetic field in the expansion of the electromagnetic coupling constant. We have found that there is an anomaly-induced charge structure due to the gauged WZW term. The detailed analysis of the total induced charge suggests that the pion cloud of the baryons can induce a net charge. The magnitude of the induced charge structure is O(e 2 B), so it is quite small except for the case with strong magnetic field background.
We have calculated the anomaly-induced electric charge for any baryons which appear as quantum excitations of Skyrmions (Section III). The induced charge is non-vanishing when the magnetic field is present along the axis of the quantization of the spin and the isospin of the baryon. In Section V, we argued that this induced charge may not be cancelled by other possible electromagnetic corrections to the Skyrmion, although a complete verification may need an explicit calculation of the back-reaction of the Skyrmion solution in the magnetic field. We further examined explicitly the anomaly- induced quadrupole moment (Section IV) and also the cases with multi-baryons (Section VI).
It is nontrivial that an additional electric charge of baryons is generated in magnetic fields. It may have an observable effect on physics related neutron stars and heavy ion collisions [10] .
Finally we discuss possible origin of the anomalyinduced charge. One may wonder if the constant magnetic field may be too artificial and it might be a reason for the anomaly-induced charge. In Appendix A, we considered a magnetic field generated by a circular electric current, and we found that the calculated induced charge is again nonzero. It suggests that the induced charge is not an artifact of the everywhere-constant magnetic field.
Then what is the origin of the additional charge? A good indication comes from the peculiar property of baryons. As shown in Appendix B, we found that the total induced charge is due to the multi-pion effect in the nonlinear sigma model. As the Skyrmion profile extends to the spatial infinity, the charge distribution also has a tail which elongates to the spatial infinity. This would be the origin of the generation of the additional electric charge. Obviously, if quarks are completely confined, the total charge of any baryon should be quantized to be a half-integer. However, in reality, any baryon is surrounded by a pion cloud, which means that quarkantiquark pair can percolate out of the mean volume of the baryon. We can interpret our anomaly-induced charge as an effective charge carried by the pion cloud surrounding the baryon. To make sure our interpretation, it is important to calculate the complete effect of the magnetic field, i.e. the back-reaction to the Skyrmion profile due to the magnetic field.
The anomaly-induced charge may appear to violate the charge conservation. In general, any electromagnetic current should be conserved at on-shell when the total system is gauge-invariant, and this applies surely to our case. However, we considered in our paper only a static situation, so we have not considered the situation where one turns on the magnetic field gradually from zero to a nonzero value, in a time-dependent manner. To understand the origin of the additional charge concretely, one needs to calculate the back-reaction and also the timedependent magnetic fields. We leave it to our future work.
In the above argument of the anomaly induced charge, we have assumed a uniform external magnetic-field. However the magnetic field should be always closed unless the magnetic monopole appears. In this appendix, we consider the anomaly induced charge in the external magnetic field generated by a circular electric-current, which is instructive for us because the magnetic field is closed with finite circular radius, whereas that becomes uniform when a radius of the circular electric-current becomes infinity. Here we suppose that an electric field is not induced by the electric current. We will show that the anomalous charge is induced in the circular electriccurrent even with the finite radius.
Let us suppose the circular electric-current density with a radius a on xy-plane as,
where we assume that magnitude of the electric-current is proportional to the radius a. The magnetic field generated by the electric-current density can be given by,
with µ being a magnetic permeability. For simplicity, we omit the factor µ/4π in the following. One can easily see that, in the large radius limit (a → ∞), the magnetic field becomes
This is the same situation with the uniform external magnetic-field to z-direction. When the nucleon is located at the center of the circular electric-current, the anomalous charge in the external magnetic field is given by an integration of j anm N I3,S3 , shown in Eq. (92), over the whole space,
Notice that the magnetic field is also functions of the coordinate variables. Performing the integration over the whole angular-space, we can separate three components of the anomalous charge:
ρ xy (r) = dΩ 2x1x3B1 = dΩ 2x2x3B2 , ρ z,1 (r) = dΩ 2B3 , ρ z,2 (r) = dΩ 2x Namely, we denote c xy (c z,1 and c z,2 ) as component(s) of the anomalous charge induced by B x and B y (B z ) generated by the circular electric-current. With these definitions, one can also show that c xy + c z,1 + c z,2 = c 0 at large radius limit (a → ∞). Fig. 11 shows results of ρ xy , ρ z,1 and ρ z,2 as a function of r in the case of a = 1. We find that ρ xy shows small but finite value with a peak at r = a, which implies that the anomalous charge is induced by not only B z but also B x and B y . ρ z,1 shows intrinsic behavior: it becomes constant at r < a, whereas it vanishes at r > a. ρ z,2 shows smooth behavior without any singularity at r = a.
Magnitude of the coefficients, c xy + c z,1 + c z,2 , is shown in Fig. 12 as a function of the radius a for m π /m phys π = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. The arrows on the right side denote magnitude of c 0 . The coefficients, c xy + c z,1 + c z,2 , have finite value even with finite radius which implies the anomaly induced charge by the closed magnetic field, and converge to c 0 at large radius. It is also found that the coefficients shows minimum values at some radius, e.g. a ∼ 12 for m π /m phys π = 1.0. This may be understood as follows: in the case of a > ∼ m −1 π , the Skyrmion feels similar magnetic field to the uniform one to z-direction, which induces similar anomalous charge, i.e. c z,1 + c z,2 ∼ c 0 . Furthermore, since the anomalous charge is also induced by B x and B y at finite radius discussed above, there is finite contribution, |c xy | > 0. This extra contribution gives larger induced charge than that induced by the uniform magnetic field.
We also calculate the multipole moment due to the anomaly, and find that the results are similar to the case of the uniform magnetic field: the dipole moment vanishes, whereas the quadrupole moment Q ij shows finite values only for diagonal parts (i = j).
Appendix B: Multi-pion effect and comparison with point-particle picture
Here we argue that the anomaly-induced electric charge is due to the pion cloud which exists around any baryon. The pion "cloud," which is the multi-pion effect, in the anomaly term is simply the terms with higher powers in the π field. The anomaly term in the gauged WZW term S WZW can be expanded as
The first term is responsible for the famous π 0 → 2γ interaction, while the remaining terms are the pion cloud.
In the following, we shall see that, only with the first term, the anomaly-induced total charge Q anm vanishes. So, our anomaly-induced total charge is due to the pion cloud.
For the Skyrme solution, we have π 0 ∼ f (r)x 3 , so the total electric charge induced by the first term in Eq. (B1)
